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About This Content

The Polynesian Scenario Pack brings you both the Polynesian Civilization and a new Scenario, Paradise Found. Rule the world
as Kamehameha, unifier of Hawai'i, with your powerful navy and imposing Moai statues!

Scenario Description
In Paradise Found, players take on the role of one of the four great Polynesian kingdoms as they strive to become the dominant
culture in Polynesia. All-new technology and social policy trees unlock powerful advantages to players, including the fearsome
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Maori Warrior and the enigmatic Moai. Special changes to the game rules allow players to build expansive kingdoms quickly
without impeding their cultural growth, but the seas of the Pacific are huge and land is at a premium among the atolls and
islands. Take the best islands for yourself, and prove your mana as a ruler as you build Polynesia to stand the test of time!

Polynesia Ruler – Kamehameha
Kamehameha was the first ruler to unite all of the Big Islands of Hawai'i under his rule in 1791, and reformed many of the

island's laws to protect its people. Because of his strong rule and wise policies, Hawai’i remained an independent kingdom long
after Kamehameha’s death in 1819.
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Title: Civilization V - Civ and Scenario Pack: Polynesia
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Sid Meier's Civilization
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3/ Windows® Vista SP2/ Windows® 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB ATI HD2600 XT or better, 256 MB nVidia 7900 GS or better, or Core i3 or better integrated graphics

DirectX®: DirectX® version 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free

Sound: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Korean
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brillantly done game, amazing graphics, unique and inventive puzzles, quirky yet interesting story line, tons of objects to interact
with and unique gameplay mechanics, and an interesting alternate history take on the space race and kennedy era. That is in one
sentence how I would describe the game.
Although the puzzles can be a tad frustrating at times the game is very fun, unique and well done, if you have or planning to get
an oculus rift this game should be a must have, even without a VR headset this game is great.. This title is one of astounding
achievements to grace the Earth, and clearly, the developers were inspired by some sort of divine intervention because there is
no other plausible explanation for this masterpiece. The beginning starts out slow but it gets rapidly better as the game moves
on.

The story is simply amazing! Allow me to give you the rundown just so you can hear about it in case you don't buy!

Meet Jack "Rambo Stereotypical American Bad Voice Acting Soldier Guy with big gun" Bauer, a Russian-American Sniper
Elite originally trained by America's Delta Force and the Navy Seals, and while he was going to join with Delta Force as one of
its most elite marksman, the joint chiefs saw a brighter future than even so for him. And so the joint chiefs created an entirely
seperate unit for Bauer and another elite soldier, Sergeant Jack Daniels Cooper, someone so well trained and rehearsed in the art
of marksmanship that he can't actually hit anything! In fact he is so powerful and elite that he weakens the 7.62 rounds he fires
out of his M14 to the strength equivalent of tossing dog excretions at a M1 Abrams battle tank! Together, he and Jack Bauer
journey to the jungle of Africa where they attempt to rescue the President of Africa! Now, on their mission to save the
president of Africa, they must remain unseen ghosts in the night or they will be destroyed...but then they realised that their
enemies couldn't hit ♥♥♥♥ and proceeded to terminate half the population of Africa under the ROE. Eventually after killing
every else blah blah blah, some German Mecenaries etc. etc. etc. bang bang pew Murica n' stuff idk pow pow.... they finally
rescued the president of Africa! But then realised that they murdered 90% of Africa and seemed to have not followed the ROE
to any extent. Oh, and also Sgt. Cooper and Jack Bauer had their retinas explode due the amazing -4k graphic fidelity of the
game they were in. Oh, and Cooper also was reincarnated 1,000,000,000,000 times after being riddle with approximately
999,999,999,999,999 AK-47 rounds after refusing to open fire 1,000,001032914239818092748013784912 times after being
named as the slowest man in the world. So slow that his and every other enemy's legs move faster than they are actually going.
Um......something something MURICA.....uhhhh...I'm thinking....ohhhh...I forgot -also the world explodes and they fall into an
alternate universe where they become Space Marine Sharpshooter {repeat Story with sci-fi details} um...also empenadas!
Seriously....don't buy this game...it's not worth 99 cents....its not worth the braincells you expend to play it....-10/10 would
spotter again
Did I mension how many African rebels you kill on your way...literally over four hundred...there is no stealth factor at all unless
you mean those braindead AI who stare at you for 5 seconds before processing you going to kill them.. You're probably
wondering why I'm recommending a game I spend so little time on right? Well, I played this game when it was in retails and it
was one of the greatest RTS game I have ever played. Seriously, it is basically what I wanted from C&C generals, it was that
bloody damn good.. Why firefly remove many features from stronghold crusader I ?. If i can i wanna a refund this game sucks!.
A very good Dungeon Master style game which i enjoyed very much.I struggle a little bit with a lot of modern games these days
but i had no trouble playing this from start to finish in just under 17 hours.To Steve Jarman this is your best game so far and
greatly improves on your previous games, thanks a lot.. One of the best strategy games I've played in my life. I have extremely
fond memories of this game and how addictive it was.

The game has that "feel" that you sometimes can't always explain in depth but you just know is good. It has that special
something that keeps you sitting there for hours and you don't feel like you've wasted your time.

Pros:
-Fun battles and kingdom management that influenced many future strategy games.
-Great atmosphere with it's Medieval vibe
-Extremely easy to get into and understand
-Great UI that allows for easy control of how you want your kingdom to run
-(To original players) it's still just as fun as it was.
-Diplomacy with other kingdoms is a viable (almost necessary) strategy to win

Cons:
-The graphics have obviously become outdated
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-The game can feel a little small if you don't make a custom game
-Some of the menus can be a little awkward at first (small flaw that is overcome the more you play)
-Kind of repetitive background music. It is a very fun puzzle game. If you like games like that ...
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You know when you think you're board of all the games you own, and you scroll through your recommended games... Then you
find this one. You think to yourself: "It's one on acheivment. How bad could it be?" You play it, look up how to get the
acheivment, play the short game..
Then you hear the music at the end.... Edge of Eternity is a odd beast to say the least

So eoe is a love letter to old school final fantasy fans and I like that lets get started
Edge seems at first just like a basic turn based combat system it has a twist it has a move feature let me explain the move feature
works like.

This if you or a monster is going to drop a aoe spell you both have a chance to move out the way now this can mess you up if
they get behind they can do big damage just like you can do to them.

Character designs

I like the two we get right out the back from a look wise i like the uniform daryon wears and I like selene

Weapons look great from what I have seen

World events

I like these but i hate these I like them because they give you some nice exp in between going to city to dungeons

Dungeons and puzzles

I don't like that puzzles give you a game over if you fail them maybe for the main story ones I can see but the side ones you find
out in the world i feel like that shouldn't happen

Exp system

I love the Crystal system for this game it has a path of exiles and Final fantasy X feel to it

Soundtrack is good from what i heard

My final thoughts

Edge of Eternity is a good game for being in alpha and i look forward to seeing this game improve and i hope the devs listen to
the fans.

Before i Forget if you have a 970 gtx you can run it on very high to high with next to no lag besides the start up of your save
files and please work on the mouth animations for the main character.

I think the devs should feel proud at the end of the day the its a wonderful game i hope it can keep it up. I bought this
specifically for the CN livery, and was disappointed to find that while the other liveries had realistic amounts of "weathering",
the CN livery has a squeaky clean, right out of the factory kind of look. I'm not too impressed about that. Also, there are no
functioning brake gauges in the cab ... nothing!!!. It makes an already great game even better, the name speaks for itself. This is
freaking awesome. At half the normal price, totally worth it. Many of the negative reviews are quite old, and as far as I can tell,
the devs have addressed all the issues. In particular, I was afraid the tutorial would be incomplete, but it turned out to be
perfectly adequate.

To be clear: this is not KSP. The launches are handled for you, you don't even need to understand orbital navigation because the
margins are very forgiving and you have an overly generous fuel supply. Docking the space station for repairs doesn't even
require synchronizing orbits, just have the correct altitude in the correct plane. Everything is super easy.

That means the game becomes more about asset management; you can only have 8 satellites, each satellite can only fit 2 (later 3)
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out of 6 tools, and you need to ensure that no matter what mission the RNG throws at you, you'll have a satellite available with
the right tool, and a cheap path to your target.

A nice touch is that every time you complete a mission, you unlock an encyclopedia entry about something. This alone makes
the thing fun, though i was a bit disappointed that it seems to repeat after a while.

In practice, it is much about micromanaging energy and heat; heliosynchronous orbits let the satellite have power at all times,
while equatorial orbits make it cheap to refuel and repair. The tutorial won't tell you, but by combining rolling and solar panel
orientation, you can get 100% solar efficiency no matter where your target is located, as long as you are not eclipsed by Earth.
You need to manually control charging, to keep your batteries up without overheating, and you need to hibernate your satellite to
wash out heat between missions. For a couple of missions, the autopilot won't be precise enough (not sure if this is intended or a
bug), and you'll have to hand-adjust in realtime.

For such a simple (and a bit repetitive) formula, it is extremely addictive, and quite relaxing.

There are a couple of things that I would love to see improve:

- Fix the autopilot if it is a bug, or offer analog controls or more varied power modes between RCS and gyro. I found myself in
very unnerving situations where the autopilot would lock me in a biased direction, with the RCS so powerful that a single tap on
the key would send the aim past the target, but the gyros too weak to have any useful effect.

- The game tooltip hints that orbital plane changes are more efficient at periapsis. This is obviously wrong (changing direction is
easier at lower speeds, thus higher altitudes). I didn't check if the error is in the tooltip only, or in the game physics.

 - Space-based missions can almost always be completed instantly if you have enough satellites, while ground-based missions
require waiting. Managing rhe rythm can be tricky. I'd love to have a way to bind missions to satellites, or be able to create
timers or alarms so that my ground-mission satellite doesn't fly past the point of interest while i'm busy taking pictures with my
space-mission satellite. That could be an unlockable research, too.

 - More tools, more techs, more varied missions ! (gamma ray detector ? magnetometer ?). If you're looking for something
simple to kill time this is good. Nothing fancy, should work well on low-end PCs, can be as easy or as challenging as you want.
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